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In recent years we have noticed thatEHS people (electromagnetically hypersensitive
poeple) are increasingly suffering from the increasing levels of electromagnetic
frequencies. EHS people often feel these sensible high frequencies in their heads.
Especially for these people we developed HF shielded hats.
These light weight shielded hats reliably protects your head against HF-radiation (cell
phone, Wifi, TETRA, LTE) and at the same time acts as wonderful fashionable sun
protection. Best worn outside, in the car or while riding public means of transport due to
radiation usually coming diagonally from above or horizontally.
The upper material is in different colors available. The lining is made of grey
electromagnetic shielding fabric (conductive textile) covered with black non conductive
textile. The shielding fabric is sewn in as far as the end of the brim. As a result, the shield
is optimal and the shielding material is not visible.
Research links RF radiation with behavioral and cellular disturbances. Many people can
actually sense the differences in the levels of "mind noise" from RF radiation. Provide
your brain a quiet place without interference to your mental processes from RF radiation.

Benefits
Shields RF from wi-fi, cellphones, smart meters 25-40 dB.●

Unique radio frequency shielding fabric in lining●

Looks and wears like a normal hat●

Protects covered area from microwave radiation●

Made in the Netherlands●

Optional available
Do you have a favorite hat youself, then it is possible to send it to us and let it shielding
against HF-radiaton. Send an email in advance to request a quotation.

Shielded hat in a light gray color

Shielded hat in a gray color

Shielded hat in a black color
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The shielding fabric is concealed in
the lining of the hat. This allows the

hat to feel like any other hat;
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